
The results of simulations for RT08 car.



We are pleased to show you some results of 
simulation which relate to elements of RT08 car.



Front dampers mount

Front damper mount is the 
element which connects

front dampers with 
monocoque



Front dampers mount
Front dampers mount is made from aluminum and attached to

the monocoque by two 8mm diameter bolts which also fix

dampers in correct possition. Discrete model is made from
TETRA10 elements.



Front rocker

Rocker is used to translate the vertical motion of the wheel to

other direction motion of the damper and spring. The rocker is

mounted to monocoque/frame by bearing (which is the axis of

rotation). Front rockers might be different than rear. Rockers are
made from steel.



Front rocker

Discrete model was

made from QUAD8 and

thetrahedral elements and the

results of many simulations

helped us to find the most

suitable geometry.



Front rocker

Exemplary results of simulations



Rear rocker
Rear rocker is similar to front 

rocker. The different is the geometry 
which is the result of different forces 
acting on this elenent. Final geometry is 
the result of a lot of simulation.



Anti roll bar blade
This part of suspension system is 
used to change the settings of 
suspension stiffness. Blade is 
made from very hard steel. 



Hub and Wheel center
This part is connected to upright 
by bearings and to rim by bolts. 
In this season we decided to 
project one part instead of two 
which is a combination of hub 
and wheel center.



Uprights
Upright is a part that enables located inside on bearings hub to rotate which 
transmit this movement on wheel. It is connected by two wishbones to body of 
monoqocue and by pushrod to rocker and than CFRP body. All uprights are 
made from Aluminum 7075. There is many variants of load so we need to do a 
lot of different simulations. One of them is presented below.



Wishbones inserts
Wishbone is the part which 

connect wheel (by upright) and monocoque. 
It allows wheel to move up and down,
Wishbones are subjected to a complex 
stress state so we need to do a lot of 
simulation having regard to all cases of 
force. We decided to design carbon fiber 
wishbones in this year so we need to do 
simulation of inserts which are glued to 
carbon fiber tubes.



Wishbones inserts
Below are presented the examples of simulations result.



Differential Bracket Left
This part makes for one of differential supports via bearing that 
is installed in it. What is more it's a part of chain gear 
tensioning system.

Discrete model is made from 2nd order tetrahedral elements
for bracket and mixed quad & pyramid elements for bearing.
Element size is 3 mm. The model was constrained with 2 bar
elements: the upper one has TX, TY, TZ, RX, RZ degrees fixed
whereas the lower one allows also movement in z axis. Rigid
body element connects both inner sides of the U-joint. The
distributed load is applied via bearing body at 25.78 degree
angle to xy plane and parallel to zx plane (32.12 kN). Contact
between bearing body and bracket is defined as tied. Friction
was skipped. Differential Bracket material is Aluminium 7075
whereas bearing body material is defined as Steel. The
differential bracket mass is 137g.



Differential Bracket Left
The examples results of simulations



Monocoque

Monocoque is a main part of a race car. It allows to connec
suspension and frame with an engine. It also gives a space for 
the driver. The most important goal is to provide safety for the 
driver, so it must be designed to stand high tensions. The 
tensions can come from the suspension (mainly during 
breaking - the biggest overload) but also could be caused by 
the variety of impacts. The part should be not only safe but 
also fulfil ergonomic features. Monocoque is a composition of 
carbon fiber and the core, which provides its stiffness. It 
contains inserts that enable to connect the whole part with 
other components, not destroying monocoque at the same 
time.



Monocoque
Presented results of simulations apply to the tensions comes 
from the suspension. 



Monocoque
Composite failure can occurpossible areas, where laminate 
orientation or ply thickness should be changed.



Upcoming tasks

➢ Use topological optimization to compare the differences of results relative to „manual optimization”

➢ CFRP wheel analyses,

➢ Improving skills of meshing 

➢ More analysis of assemblies

➢ Dynamic explicit simulation

➢ Three point bending tests




